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	  The International Review of the Red Cross - IRRC: Protecting the Environment in Armed Conflict (No. 924)
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 In the context of the historical development of international humanitarian law (IHL), the specific protection of the environment is relatively recent. Still, in the almost fifty years since the first treaty rules emerged explicitly protecting the environment during armed conflict, modern understandings of the relationships among ecological and human health, on one hand, and
 15-02-2024 | Publication

 

	  "Digital technologies in warfare: mitigating the human cost": debates and the IRRC launch
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 Digital technologies represent both a beacon of hope and a series of unprecedented risks.Such risks include data leaks, cyberoperations, challenges of control over AI and autonomous wearpons, misinformation, disinformation and hate speach online.
 16-12-2021 | Event

 

	  Business, violence and conflict IRRC No. 887
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 Businesses can have both positive and negative effects on communities in conflict-affected or high-risk areas. They may contribute to the violence, but they may also be the victims of it, or even assist in the relief and prevention of further violence.
 12-06-2020 | Publication

 

	  New technologies and warfare, IRRC No. 886
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 Recent scientific and technical progress has given rise to unprecedented means and methods of warfare. Technologies that only yesterday were in the realm of science fiction have the potential to cause catastrophes tomorrow.
 12-06-2020 | Publication

 

	  Multinational operations and the law - IRRC No 891/892
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 Multilateral operations - most commonly peacekeeping operations under UN command and control, via regional organizations, or some combination of the two - have traditionally focused on monitoring and reporting on ceasefires or peace agreements.
 12-06-2020 | Publication

 

	  Violence against health care - IRRC No. 889
 Patients and health-care personnel alike face extraordinary risks in today's armed conflicts and other emergencies.
 12-06-2020 | Publication

 

	  ICRC: 150 years of humanitarian action - IRRC No. 888
 In 2013, the 150th anniversary of the ICRC provides an opportunity to reflect on 150 years of humanitarian action and current challenges.
 12-06-2020 | Publication

 

	  ‘Will seize every opportunity to promote IRRC in Chinese academic circles’
 An interview with professor Zhu Lijiang, newly-elected Editorial Board member of the IRRC.
 03-03-2021 | Article

 

	  “Lest the ghosts of Guernica keep haunting us…”
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 Keynote speech by Nils Melzer, Director of International Law, Policy and Humanitarian Diplomacy on the launch of the IRRC's double-edition "How international humanitarian law develops".
 28-11-2022 | Statement

 

	  Addressing the humanitarian costs of organized crime
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 CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE FULL RECORDING This online event marks the launch of the International Review of the Red Cross (IRRC)'s newest edition, "Organized Crime", which features 16 articles that address a series of legal and policy questions regarding organized crime in armed conflict and other situations of violence. Organized crime is multifaceted and brings with it diverse
 27-06-2023 | Event
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 The work of the ICRC
The ICRC helps those affected by armed conflict and promotes compliance with international humanitarian law. Read more about what we do and who we are.
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